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ABSTRACT 

An approximation to the delay distribution for a multi
trunk system with Poisson input, general holdi~g time 
distribution, and FlFO or random order of service is 
described. The results are compared with those of an 
exact analysis of the case of random service and 2-stage 
Erlangian holding time distribution. 
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mean number of call arrivals in mean holding 
time. 

mean holding time. 

variance of holding time. 

number of trunks. 

a/N. 

coefficient of variation of holding time 
distribution. 

number of stages of service per call. 

reciprocal of mean holding time of the ith 
stage. 

Laplace transform of Erlangian distribution. 

queue capacity 

number of calls in the queue. 

state vector 

stage of service of jth server. 

index of state. 

index of state excluding free states. 

number of busy trunks. 

number of calls in stage 2 of service. 

equilibrium probability state vector. 

vector equilibrium busy state probabilities. 

pr(call arriving when system is in the x'th 
busy state suffers delay > t). 

(F1 (t), F2 (t), ••• )T 

pr (delay> t) 

matrix of transition rates. 

identity matrix 

p(t;N,b,C 2) pr (delay> t for N trunk queue, holding 
time distribution of mean b, coefficient of 
variation C). 
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PD(t;N,b,C2) pr (delay > t) for delayed calls in above 
system • 

M(N,b,C2) mean delay in above system. 

MD(N,b,C2) mean delay of delayed calls in above 
system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An approximate method for calculating delay distributions, 
with coefficient of variation in th~ range (0,1), has 
been described in a previous paper.\1J This entails 
interpolation between the delay distributions corres
ponding to constant and negative exponential holding 
times. In the case of multi-trunk systems with random 
service, the delay distribution for constant holding 
times is not accurately known. In order to extend the 
method to this case, an approximate procedure for 
calculating the constant holding time delay distribution 
will be described. In addition, an exact analysis will 
be given for the special case of 2-stage Erlangian 
holding times; the single stage (i.e. negative 
exponentta~ hO~ding times) case has been investigated by 
Riordan. 2 (14 The results will provide a check on the 
afore-mentioned general holding time approximation. 

2. APPROXIMATION ·OF DELAY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR M/G/N 
(RANDOM) .. 

Let M(N,b,C2), p(t;N,b,C 2) denote respectively the mean 
delay (averaged over all calls), and the probability of 
delay exceeding t, for a system with N trunks, mean 
holding time b, and coefficient of variation of holding 
time C. 

C = standard deviation of holding time 
b 

The average trunk occupancy ex(i.e. erlangs/N) does not 
appear in these expressions as it is assumed to be kept 
constant. 

Our approximation is based on the assumption that the 
delay distribution (averaged over delayed calls only) 
for N trunks, with constant holding time b, is the same 
as that for 1 trunk with mean holding time bIN and 
coefficient of variation V, the latter being chosen to 
give the correct mean delay. 

Denoting conditioning on delayed calls only by the 
subscript D, we have 

Pn(t;N,1,0) = Pn(t;1,1/N,V 2) 

M
D

(1,1/N,V 2) = M
D

(N,1,0) 

By the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula, we have 

with: 

1 + V2 

2N( 1 -ex) 

M(N,1,O) 

p(0;N,1,0) (3) 
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log[1 - p(OjN, 1,0) J .= - t expJ -va} \' (:;)s 

v=1 8~ 

where a = Na 

These results are due to Pollaczek and Crommelin~15) 

Y can now be obtained from equations (1) to (5). 

Having thus established an approximation for the N 
server constant holding time delay distribution 
Pv(tjN,1,0), we return to the original problem of 
calculating p(tjN,1,C 2

) for given C2
• Following the 

method of Reference 1, we use interpolation at fixed 
probability levels. 

To find the .delay tr such that 

p(tr jN,1,C 2) = r 

where r is a required probability level, we must first 
find number~ XcjXNE such that 

Pn(xc jN,1,0) = Pn(xNEjN,1,1) = P(OjN:1,C2) 

Pn(x~EjN,1,1) is found by Riordan's method(2). 

An immediate difficulty is that p(OjN,1,C2) is notknown. 
However, p(OjN,i,o) as given by Equation (4) and 
p(OjN,1,1) from Erlang's formula 

N -1 

(N-1 ) ~(N-a) J 
turn out to be sufficiently. close' that in most situations 
it is reasonable to use the approximation 

The next step is to normalise the x values by multi
plying them by the ratios of mean waiting times 

t 
c 

~(N,1,C2) 

Mn(N,1,0) 
x • 
c' 

~(N,1,C2) 

Mn(N,1,1) 

~(N,1,0) is obtained from Equ~tion (3), 

~(N,1,1) 1 
N( 1- a) 

and a good approximation for M(N,1,C2) is (3) 

Consequently 

and similarly 

Mn (N,l,C ) 

Mn(N,1,1) [ 

p(OjN,l,l) C2, ____ _ 

p(OjN,1,C2) 

p ( ° j N , 1, 1) p (OJ N , 1, ° )] 
+(1-C 2 )----

p(0;N,1,C2) p(0;N,1,C2) 

Finally tr is obtained by interpolation in C2 between 
tNE and tc 

In the case of FIFO service, Pn(t,N,1,0) can be 
calculated by the formulae of Crommelin and Pollaczek, so 
calculation of y2 is unnecessary. 
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3. THE nELAY nISTRIBUTION FOR ~/N (RANDOM) 

3.1. Holding time distribution 

A k-stage Erlangian holding time distribution (den~ted ~) 
is formed by postulating that each call comprises k 
independent stages, the stage holding times having 
negative exponential distribution with equal or unequal 
mean values. If stage i has mean value ai-~ the mean and 
variance of totakholding time are 

~
k (11-1 \,_2 

and G ai respectively. 

~= ~=1 

Thus for unit mean call holding time, the coefficient of 
variation is 

c = (t a,-,)" 
i=1 

For real ai' C must 1 ie in the interval [k ~t , lJ, and any 
value of C in that interval can be obtained by suitable 
choice of the a i '. A generalisation by Cox(5} ujes complex 
ai' thereby allowing values of C outside [k-t, 1. We 
will, however, confine our attention to the case k = 2, 
with real (1 i • 

3.2. Equations of state for N-trunk system 

One definition of states which results in a Markov 
process is obtained by letting the state of the system 
be denoted by ~ = (~jn), where n is the number of. 
customers waiting to be served, and i j , j =. 1 to N, is 
the state of service of the jth trunk taking i J to be 
zero if the jth trunk is idle. This means we have kN 
states for each different queue length. 

We can reduce this number, however, by grouping together 
states with the same n, the components of whose i vectors 
are permutations of each' other. 

Imposing it ~ i2 ~ ••• ;. iN' we now divide the states into 
queueing (n ~ 1) and non-queueing (n = 0) classes, 
further subdividing the non-queueing class into busy 
(iN I 0) and free (iN = 0) segments. Index the system 
states in the order defined by 

~ ( 1) < Z (2 ) iff n ( 1) < n ( 2 ) 

or n(l) = n(2) and there exists a j(1 < j < N) such that 
i/1 ) < i/2 ), and i/ 1) < i/2 ) for all t > j. 

An example will clarify this. 

Take N=3, k=2. The state ordering is 

1 (O,O,OjO) empty 

2 (l,O,OjO) ~ree non-queueing 
3 (2,0,OjO) 
4 (1,1,OjO) 
5 (2,1,0,0) 
6 (2,2,OjO) 

7 (1,1,1jO) 
8 (2,1,1;0) busy non-queueing 
9 (2,2,1;0) 

10 (2,2,2;0) 

11 (1,l,ljl) Queueing 
12 (2,1,1;1) 
13 (2,2,1j1) 

etc. 
It can be shown that the index of a free state 
(i"i2, ••••• ,iN_1'OjO) is 

x = , • t' 'f<" (
k+t-j-i ) 

(,-1 :(,+1 

t=1 j=1 
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and that of a busy state (i1 , •••• ,iN;n) is 

N i t -it +1 

1 + (N;~~1 ) + n(N+;-~ + I L x 

t=1 'j=1 

(
k+t- j -it +1) 
t-1 

where, for convenience, we have defined iN+1= 1. We are 
following the convention that 

q 

22(i) 
~=P 

is zero is q < p. 

For k=2~ there are i(N+1)(N+2) states with n=O and (N+1) 
states for each n > O. Let a be the mean number of 
customers arriving in one mean service time b" and 

Pij(t) = 

pr(system state is j at time tlstate was i at time 0) 

Let w be the number of customers being serv.ed (w-N for 
all busy states). Then if y is the number of customers 
in stage 2 of service, we have 

x = 1 + Y .+ iw(W+1) + n(N+1) 

Define the matrix Q by 

Qij lim [Pi j (6t) - cSij J 
6t.O 6t 

Qx,x+w+1 = a 

Qx,x+1 (w - y)a1 

Qx,x = -(a + (w-y)a, + ya2) 

All other elements of Q are zero. 

From the theory of Markov chains the vector of equili
brium state probabilities is the solution of 

1, Pi" 0 for all i 

This gives us an infinite set of simultaneous equations, 
which can be solved for the state probabilities.(6) For 
calculation of delay distributions, however, it is easier 
to consider a queue of £inite capacity, Lj calls 
arriving when the queue is full are lost (section 3.4.). 
For n = L, new arrivals are ignored, so the matrix 
elements for the corresponding state transitions must 
be modified 

otherwise the entries in Q are the same as those of the 
corresponding section of the matrix for infinite queue 
capacity. 

The following algorithm has been used to compute state 
probabilities. 

We can represent the state space by a set of. points (i,j), 
where i(=O, •••• ,N+L) is the number of customers in the 
system, and j(=O, ••• ,min(i,N» the number in stage two of 
service. There are (N+1)L+t(N+1)(N+2) equilibrium state 
probabilities, with the same number of equations in them. 
Using the technique given in reference (7) we now express 
all the state probabilities in terms of those on a 
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'boundary' of the state space. If Pij is the equilibriu. 
probability of the state (i,j), then choosing j=O as our 
boundary, put· 

N+L 

P · . - \ c (e) P 
~J - G ij ~ (6) 

e=o 
We determine the coefficients c .. (y) for fixed y by 
setting p~ =cS ey, cS = O, ••• ,N+L~Jand solving the state 
equations recursively. We then make the substitution (6) 

to ~ r~~~;~ ~+N independent equations, and to 

i 

giving L+N+1 equations in the boundary state probabilities. 
This reduced system can be solved directly, and the 
remaining state probabilities found ' from equation (6). 

3.3. Delay distribution with random service. 

We_(ake t~( average holding time as unity, so that 
a, + a2 =1. A test call arrives at time to to 
find n (~ ·O) calls queueing, N-y being served in 
stage 1, y in stage 2. Let 

x' = 1 T Y + n(N+1) 

and Fx ' (t) =' pr( test call suffers delay> t) 

Possible events in (to' to + 6 t) are 

(1) a new call arrives with probability a6t 

(2) a call being served passes from stage 1 to stage 2 
with probability (N-y )a, 6 t 

(3) a call is completed, and the test call is 
selected with probability ya 26t/(n+1) 

(4) a call is completed and the test call is not 
selected with probability ya26t~(n+1) 

there is no chan~e with probability 
1-( a+(N-y)a, +;)U2 )6 t-o(6 t). 

After these events, the test call is delayed > t with 
probability 

(1) Fx I +N+1 (t-6t) 

(2) Fx ' +1 (t-6t) 

(3) o if t ~ lIt, 1 if t < 6 t 

(4) Fx '_N_2(t-llt) 

(5) Fx ' (t-6t) 

Let 

U(s,t) 1 if s < t, 0 if s ~ t 

Then 

a6tFx '+N+1(t-6t) + (N-y)a1 6tFx '+1(t-6t) 

+ _1_ ya26 tu( t ,6t) +..2!- yaz lltF , (t-6t) 
n+1 n+1 x -N-2 

so 

°dFx ' (t) 

dt 
aFx '+N+1(t) + (N-y)a,Fx '+1(t) +..2!- yaz Fx '_N_2(t) 

n+1 

- (a + (N-y) a, + ya2 )Fx ' (t) 

If !T(t) = (F1(t),F2 (t), ••• ) 

then 
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df 

dt 

where I is the identity matrix, and 

~,x ;= y( 01 - 02) 

Ax,x+1 = (N-y) 01 

Ax,x+N+1 = a 

n 
Ax,x-N-2 = Y 02 -

n+1 

all other elements of A being zero. 

The solution of equation (7) is 

!:(t) = exp {(A-(a+N01)I)t}. !. 

where e = (1,1, •••• )T 

(7) 

A matrix B(x) is absolutely exponentiable in the interval 
(XO,X1) if it is bounded there, which means that if 

max 
Xo ~ t 

there exists an M such that 
00 L Ki j < M for all j 

i=1 

and t K;.j < 11 for all i 

J=1 

Since the matrix (A-(a+No1)I)t satisfies this condition 
for any interval (XO,X1), it is absolutely exponentiable 
in [0'00). 

For a finite queue capacity L, A is an (L+1)(N+1)x(L+1) 
(N+1) matrix, differing from the corresponding section of 
the' infinite queue capacity matrix only for n· = L, when 

If ~ is the corresponding equilibrium state probability 
vector, then 

(L+1)(N+1) 

p(t) pr(delay > t) 

Now exp[(A-(a+No1 )I)t} 

~ Px'+iN(N+1)Fx ,(t) 
x'=1 

exp[At}exp[-(a+Ncr1 )It} 

exp[At}exp[-(a+N01 )tl 

as A and (a+No1)I commute. So it remains to find exp[At}. 

3.4. Evaluation of the matrix exponential 

A number of methods of c)mputing the exponential of a 
matrix are available, 12 but some are too slow ~h~r~ 
large matrices are involved. The method we have\SJ-\11) 
selected is based on Pade approximants. It is applicable 
only to finite matrices, so it is necessary to. limit the 
size of the queue. This is acceptable as a model of the 
infinite queue provided the probability of loss is 
sufficiently small. 

The (p,q) Pade approximant to a function 

is defined as follows. 
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Let p 

~.q(z) = ~o 
where t ,t1 , •••• ,t are chosen so that they are not all 
zero anS the coeff~cients of zq+r, r=1, •••• ,p, in 
R(z).B (z) are zero. If ~ ~z) is the sum of the 
terms Rpqto degree q in R(z),' lBp,q(z), then 

where [zk]denotes a power series beginning with a term 
of degree ;. k. The (p,q) Pade approximant to R(z) is 
defined as 

Bp,q(z) 

and is unique, since if Bp,q(z)j Ap,q(Z) are also 
polynomials of degree p,q respect1vely such that 

RH - A = [zp+q+1] 

then AB - BA = [zp+q+1 ] 

But, by definition, AB-BA must be a polynomial of degr~e 
~ p+q,and is therefore identically zero, showing that 
A;B = A/B. 

Wragg and Davies show that, if 

Ilwll =L Iwijl .. 

i,j 

and gp,q(x) is the (p,q)Pade approximant to exp[xL then 

II (W) [w}11 2(qt)2ll wI1
2q

+
1 

.. 0 as q .. 00 
gq,q - exp ~ (2q)1(2q+1)t 

gp,q(x) 
np,q(x) 

~,q(x) 

where q 

np,q(x) =~ 
(p+q-k) tqt 

(p+q) tkt (q-k) t 
k=O 

p 
(~9-k~ 1121 

dp,q(x) =I (p+q) tk1(p-k)! 
k=O 

So puttingq 

F(x) = '\' (29-kHxk 
L k1(q-k)! 

k=O,even 

G(x) 

We have 

lc=1,odd 

k 
(2q-k)lx 
kl (q-k) t 

F(x) + G(x) 

F(x) - G(x) 

xk 

(_x)k 

This provides a good means of evaluating the Pade 
approximant to the exponential of a matrix, which is 
faster than the use of an equivalent continued fraction, 
for example. Let R:2r be the smallest power of 2 
~ater th~1 IAI I. Then we approximate exp {A},by 
19q,q(A/R)JR, i.e. square gq qfAIR r times. If t is a 
positive integer, we find exp Atl from (exp {A})t. If 
we wish to find exp{AtJ for values of t<l, t = 1/M, 
2/M, ••• , (M-1)/M, say, it is best to choose M=2s, s 're 

Then 
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The above choice of R is better than choosing the least 
integer greater than 11 All, because fewer matrix 
multiplications are needed. If 

Ilg (AIR) - exp[A/R111 ~ q,q 

then 

11 (g (AIR) ) R - exp { A 111 ~ R ~ 11 exp {A/R 111 R-1 
q,q 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Figures 1 to 4 show a comparison between the interpola
tion approximation (section 2) and the Pade approximant 
method, based on the exact theory for limited queues 
(section 3): LQ denotes the limited queue capacity. 
Agreement is good, provided LQ is set at a sufficiently 
high level. With heavy traffic, our interpolation 
method agrees well with Kollerstrom's approximation(13) 
(Figure 3). The loss probabilities are all less than 
.0003 except in the heavy traffic case (ex = 0.9) and in 
the case LQ = 5. 

Our approximation for the constant holding time delay 
1i~tribution has been compared with Durnan's simulations 

4 : agreement is reasonable, but the simulation results 
are difficult to read accurately. A comparison, for the 
single trunk case, between our interpolation approxima
tion and the standard approximant method described in 
Ref. (16) suggests that agreement is, in general, good, 
though there are a few discrepancies at lower traffic 
values which are still under investigation. 

5. CONCLUSION 

On the basis of the comparisons described · above the 
interpolation procedure produces results which are good 
approximations to the exact distributions for multitrunk 
random order of service queues. However, our investiga
tions have so far been confined to a limited selection 
of cases and it is clearly desirable to make further 
comparisons over a wider range of parpmeter values. 
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